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$ 1. Coding . 
..) 
In the computing macl1ines we are to consider in this theory every 
decimal di.git x of a number a will be g1ven in code. The digit x will be 
identified with a set of n numbers x1 , .. ,:,Xn whlch we shall call the coor-
dinates of the digit x. We write x = (x1 ~ ... ,xn). 
We, shall always take every x = 1 or O, so that every digit x mightbe 
r-epr•esented by the running or not running of a current through everyone 
of n conductors; the theory can, however, be extended to the case in which 
x can have more different values. 
A simple example is known, where n = 4 and the 4 coordinates corres-
pond with the representat:ton of the number x in the binary system; i.e. 
0 = ( 0 ; 0 , 0 ., 0 ) ; 1 = ( 0 _ 0 ., 0 , 1 ) ; 2 = ( 0 , 0 J 1 .1 0 ) ; • . . ; 9 = ( 1 , 0} 0 , 1 } . Th 1 s , 
however., is by no means the only way in which the ten digits 0,1, ... ,9 
can be coded by means of quadruples of. coordinates> for there exist 16 
such quadruples, and the number of ways in wh1ch we can select 10 of them 
to correspond with our digits, 0,1, ... ,9 is equal to 1§t. The choice we 
did when adopting the binary representation possesses the property that 
for every x we hav8 x = 8x1 + 4x2 + 2x3 + x4• The coefficients 8.,4,2,1 
which occur in this formula are called the weights of the coordinates in 
our represeritat1on. In b 5 we shall further concern this notion of weight;:., 
.) . 
We further remark that the choice n = 4 :l.s no,:; compulsory. If for 
instance n = 5 we have more freedom in fixing a cod!3tion for we have to 
k h i t f 32 ! · bi" 1 · t · . d · 1 f ' 4- ,=i ma e a c • o ce ou o. ~ poss1 1. ies an in genera r::r every n ,;... _ 
,-..Il I 
choice out of n c: • possibilities. If n < 4 no coc1-::U.on exists b0c::,ua-~ 
(2n-10t! , .. " 
there are only 2 di1 ferent n-ples of coordinate:3, wh.~.J:h tllYi:ber 1s i~~;t'.~ -
ficient to indicate the 10 dlgits 0,1, .• .,9, SJ.nee fo:• r < 4 we h:::ive: ~/~<-
Suppose a codation has been chosen with n ~ 4. t r,1j_;ri':,0,,, writ;-:;Pn L:. 
the decimal system in the form xyz ... will be wri tt,e".": · ~r, ,_, .:,:3e if w,y '.!T 
its digits 1s wrj_tt~n in code. If the number posscr:;2,~.:J "· d'..:c:l:-0.bl :\:_~_' t.~', 
it po~sesses rr.n co)r~.tr.?ttes x1 , •.. >xn, y1 , ... ,Yn:. , ... , ;:~,;;1 .-,f ·t;r:\c::·· (-i_;-:,:1 
a value O or '1. If foi• ::;.:1,;tBnce we take n = 4 anc-:. af:p,·..:, c-JordinstP:::~ cC'r--
responding to the bl::~:.:y wv.y of writing each digit, ~n•:.· :tss 
Obviously the number of coordinates 1s larger than in the case the orig,1-
nal number is entirely written in the binary system; the difference of the 
nU!Jlibers of coordinates is due to the fact firstly that not necessari.ly th':c 
smallest possible choice will be made for n and secondly that 10 is no in-
tegral power of 2. 
5 2. Operations with coded numbers. 
If a way of coding is fixed, we want to find what operations on the 
coordinates of two numbers a and b have to be performed so as to obtain 
the coordinate:;; of the sum, the difference~ the product, ... of a and b. 
We first have to restrict ourselves to the case O ~- a 5,. 9; 0 ~ b ~ 9. 
The sum S =a+ bin this caze only contains one or two digits~ which we 
want to find from a and b. The number·s of the units in S with O ~ s ~' 9 
-- -
possesses n coordinates sy each of which is a function of the 2n coordi-
nates of a and b. One has 
s'V = s'V(a 1 , ... ~an; b 1 J ... ,bn) ('J = 1, .. .,n). 
In the same way we see that the first digit t (which is called the "carry") 
of Sis given by its coordinate3: 
t)I = t 1 (a 1 , •.. ,an; b 1 , .•. ,bn) ()= 1, ... ,n). 
As soon as the codation is fixed, so are the functions sv and tv of 2n 
integer variables, each of which ls equal to O or 1. A single obvious 
property of these functions may be mentioned here. From a+ b = b + a, 
one immediai:ely finds for JI= 1., •.. .in 
sy (a 1 , ... .ian., b 1 , •.. _;bn) = s-y(b1 , ... .,bn, a 1 ., •.• ,an), 
t). (a 1 , .. ..,an., b 1 , ... _,bn) = t-i:(b1 ,, .. ;bn' a 1 ., ... ,an). 
If addition fo~mula are obtained for the sum a+ b with O ~a~ 9; 
0 £- b ~ 9 one finds i:nrnedia tely the way in which numbers a and b with more 
than one decimal digit must be added. For instance v = xy + zu, where x 
and y are the digits of the integer 10x •- y1 and· z, u of 10z + u, is deter-
mined by 3n coordinates v1 , ... ,vn_; v 1 v · v v wi"th n+ , ... , 2n' 2n+1····, 3n · 
V 2n+'V = S V ( ~ j ~f) 
vn+v = sl.l (ti'(~; /'); ~-il. (1/, ~«-1)) 
vl) = s ii ( tu (x;1, z«:), t1,.( \,__,(y~ .. , u .,) ; s k,(x<-t'; z ,,) ) ) ; 
/ I / I / / _;IL / / ,,..u-
he re V = 1,2, ... ,n and/' is an abbreviation for x 1 , ... ,xn; so are 
~-(A.' 5 Xl 1._,,"; ;A) :; ;M,:• 1 Z ,fa- J ~µI; ~-,(,<.," J i'-(. J ?- I's : {( J ;,l<_,' • 
Similar processes give 1..1s for two nu.mbers a and b with O &, a ~ 9; 0 :::_- C' :f ~-;· 
the multiplication formulae 
= p,)/ (a4,···,an; b 1' ... ., bn) ( 1) 1 ) ~ -· , ••• s n 
= qi" (a1_, •.. ,an; v' b1., ... .,bn) ( V = '1, ... ,n) 
for the product 10 p + q = ab, and as soon as the functions p ~ and q~ 
which furnish us with the multiplication of integers,;;,- 9 are found~ one 
is able to construct the coordinates of products in which the positiv0 
integer factors may be arbitrary. The formula for q v give us the c3rry,, 
which in the ca~e c: m11ltipllceticn may rcpre1ent all integer values 
0.1, ...• 8, but not the value 9. 
The number of possible iunct1ons f(x y) w·:1ch may only assume the 
value~ 0 or 1 I~r x = 0 or 1 and y m O or 1 i3 l1mited. In fact there 
~Xi3t but 16 such functions w!.1ch we ~nvest1gate now. If the scheme 
- X t y ··-.,, 0 1 
- •·--·-···~-- _ ..,,.. ·-·--·-.. --. 
0 a b 
1 i d C 
• I 
~eans f(O.O) = a; f(0>1) = c; f(1.0) = b; f(1,1) c d, one finds the follo-
;,ring 8 possible formulae 
~x. ¾~ 0 1 y'ZI o 1 0 1 !'l O 1 ,,_ ~ o ____ 1 _ y I ___ .,. ----·""·-·"'- -·~-·- .. 0 I 0 O; 0 \ 0 O; 0 0 1 0 O; 0 1 0 l ! 
1 0 0 1 I 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 ! 
~, I ~ ~- .. tz-1 ' 0 1 X 0 1 y -0 I 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 
and the 8 other formulae which are derived from the above formulae by ad-
ding 1 (mod 2) to each of the values f(x,y). The.:ie 16 formulae may be writ-
ten in the form 
r5(x,y) 
i\" ( X; y) 
_:; 
O; r 2 (x,y) = xy; r3(x,y) = xy+x; r4(x 1 y) = xy+y; 
= xy+x+y; f 6(x y) = y; r 7(x,y) = x; r 8(x,y) = x+y; 
= 1; r10(x,y) = xy+1; r11 (x;y) = xy+x+1; r12(x,y) = xy+y+1; 
?urther we remark that each of these formulae can be written 1n the form 
f(x,y) = c0 + c 1x + c 2y + c 3xy, 
where the coeffjcients c 1 are equal to O or 1. 
This result which immediately can be verified 1>.~or.1 our 16 forrrn:Jer= 
may also be proved by making c0 , c 1 • c2 , c 3 to satJs:y to 
f(O.O) = a; f(1,0) = b; f(OJ1) = c; r(1,1) = d. 
the four r·c,Jrt~Y,"c:·, 
We then obtain four linear non homogeneous equatiors TG~ c0 , c1 , c2 , 
where the determinant of the coefficients 
1 0 0 
~\ 1 1 0 1 = 1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 i 
is different from zero, whence itfbllows that these e1_1Jrt.i'.)ns cnn ·o,~: ,•r-. 7··.,.~. 
Consider now the more general case '.Ln which f·unct:i.ons f ( x1 J •• •• ·, r,; 
occur, where both any of the variables x1 , ••. ,xn and the function itself 
cnly take the \!Blue O or- 1. 
The nu.mber of different functions, whJ.ch number 
2n 
was equal to 16 for 
n = 2, is now 2 , s:rnce every x Y may assume two values; h 2n sot ere are 
sets (x1 , ...• xn),end f(x 1 •... ,xn) may be equal to O or 1 
thoBe set3. 
for everyone of 
We now prove the fundamental 
~~eorem. Every funct~on ~(x1 .... ,xn); which together with each of the argu-
1rients x1 > ••• ,xn may assume , .. m1y the value O or 1 and which for any arbi tra-
set (x1 , ... >xn) takes a oreccr:tbed value (which is either O or 1) s can 
be written in the form 
(1) f(x 1s••·,x) == z=cy V \) x, 1 :x., .•. x . 
n 1 2 ... vk v1 v2 Uk 
!{ere the sum 1:3 extended over all k i::: 0,1 1 ••• ,n and: once k is chosen, over 
all possible choiceJ of k of then variables x1 , ... ,xn. 
The theorem is proved if we show that coefficients c can be found 
so as to satisfy (1) and the cond:1.t1ons imposed on f(x1 , ... ,xn). The num-
ber of coefficients c is equal to (g)+(~)+ ... +(~) = 2n and these 2n 
coefficients must satjsfy any linear equation obtained by putting 
f(x1 , •.. ,x) equal to the value it must assume for a given set (x 1 , ... ,xn). n n 
The number of the so obtained equations 13 at most equal to 2. If this 
number isles~ than 2n we impose on f the extra condition to be equal to 
a number b for anyone of the set1 (x1 , ... ,xn) for which previously no pres-
cribed value off had been given. So in every case we obtain exactly 2n 
linear equations in the 2n unknown coefficients c. If this system can be 
solved so can the orig:i.nal set. We show that the extended system possesses 
exactly 1 solution. The original set then possesses at least one solution. 
Consider first the relatlon f(O,O, ... ,O) == be,' from which we infer 
c 0 = b0 • Next consider any of the equations f(1,0, ... ,0) = b1 ; ... ; 
f(0,0, •.. ,0,1) = b , from which the value3 of any of the coefficients n . 
c1 , .•. ,c can be found. So we ccntinue; 1n general having considered all n 
f(x1 , ... ,xn), where q of then variables x1 , .•. ,xn are equal to 1 (from 
which the values of all coefficients cv are found), we proceed to 
1 · . • vq 
consider any f(x1 ,. ,,;xn) where q+1 of the variables 
such a relation which is linear in all cv, with 
,,1 .. •\lt' 
are equal to 1. From 
~ ~ q+1 and which 
contains only one such coefficient 
c v ., is found. This proves 
1 vq+1 
with f = q +1, this coefficient 
the theorem. 
We remark that the rroo!' of the theorem in fact consisted of nothi~g 
but showing that the determi.nent Id 3 j of the coefficients d in our system n r 
of 2 linear equations is different from zero. The unknown cv v 1 . . . p were 
ordered in such a way that drs = 1 for r =sand drs = 0 for r > s> 
larsl =1 ,IO. 
hence 
The fundamental thecrem may be generalised as follows. Consider 
functions f(x 1 , .. , >xn) of n var:Lable:J which together with the function 
:itself, may only assume the values 0,1,, .. ,p-1 (here p denotes a prime 
number). Every such function ( whJ.ch a:rnumes for any given set (x1 , ... ,xn) 
rm admissible prescribed value) may be written in the form 
vrhere the sum is extended over all sets ()/1 , ... ;vn) with O £; Vf~-
~,p ... 1 ( ?= 1, ... _,n). 
The proof runs in a s:i.milar way; one can show that the coefficients 
c can be foun~ from a set of pn linear equations. The coefficients c and 
the equations can be ordered in such a way that the determinant• D(n) p 
of the system is the compound determinant of order pn in which the 'element 11 
in the r~h row s~h column is equal to rs nt0- 1 ) with 
l. r 1 -: 
r = ~r 
L p , 
s = l- ~:1 / . Herefrom one finds using the theorem of van der 
P l Monde: -
nin) = ((p-1)!!)Pn-1 (D~n-1))p 
ni1 ) = (p-1) !! (van der Monde) hence by 
( ) n-1 
Dpn = ((p-1)!!)np . 
Here a!! denotes the product 1!2! ... a! 
Since ntn) f O (mod p) (for pis prime) the generalisation of the fundamen-
tal theorem is proved. One has D~n) = 1 (confer the above result). 
~ 4. Opera tors. 
We now consider systems of n functions f 1,(x1 ., ... .,xn) ( V = 1., .•. ,n) 
of n variablesJ where again each of the functions as well as each of the 
variables may be equal only to O or 1. From the fundamental theorem in the 
preceding chapter we infer the fundamental theorem on systems of functions, 
which says: 
There exists always at least one system (f1 J••·,fn) of n functions 
of n variables x1 , ... sX , which takes arbitrary prescribed values (y1 > ••• ,Y.~) n u 
for any set ( x 1 , ..• > x ) . All these functions f )l a re of the type ( 1) from ~ 3, n. ~ 
For by the fundamental theorem on functions a function f~ exists 
which assumes an arbitrary prescribed value Yv for every set (x1 , . .. ,xn) 
( lJ = 1;; ... , n) , which proves the theorem. 
Let us denote the equations Yv:: fv (x1 , ... .,xn) ( v = 1, ... .,n) 
shortly by y = Fx, where the operator F is determined by the functlons 
for every )) there exists only a finite number ( namely 
number of different operators 
If another set of functions g~(y1 , ... ,yn) are givenJ such that the 
opemtor G which is defj_ncd by the gy belongs to the clas;3 of operators 
under considerationJ one has z~ = gµ(y 1 , ... Jyn), hence 
z\, = gv(Y1 (x1 , ... >xn) J ... >yn(x1 , ... .,xn) = h>1(x1 ., ••. ,xn); where the func-
tions hv again define an operator Hof the considered type. We write 
z = Gy = GFx = Hx; H = GF. 
Due to the associative law for the crdinary operations one obtains 
for every three operators F1 , F2 and F3 
(F1F2)F3 = F4(F2F3). 
Further there exists an operator E with Ex= x. For take ev(x1 , ... ,xn) = Xv ( v = 1, ... Jn), then E = (e 1 , .. ,>en). The property Er= E for alle positive 
integers r is obvj_ous. One has for every operator F the property FE== EF = 
= F. Since our class of operators is finite the sequence 
2 3 F,F,F, ... 
cannot contain for every Fan infinite number of different operators. Let 
r be the smallest integer with Fr= F8 (r > 8). Call r-s = v. Then Fs+a = 
s+a+nv . 
= F for all integers a and n ~ O. If r 1 > r, then putting r 1-s = 
= qv+r2 (0 ~ r2 < v ):, one has 
Fr1 = FqY+s+r2 = Fr2F(q-1)vFr = Fr2F(q-1)VFs = Fr2F(q-2)v_Fr = 
where r 3 = r 2 + s ( . v + s ::;: r. rHencerfor all integer r 1 > r an integer 
r 3 <._ r can be found such that F 1 = F 3. 
Herefrom follows that also s possesses a minimum property i.e. no 
S' l"" 
s 1 .(_ s exEts with F 1 = F 1 ;J for if such a s 1 would exist, one had because 
of the minimality of r certainly r 1 > r, hence an integer r 3 would exist 
r 1 r3 s1 r3 
with r 5 <.rand F = F , so that we would have F = F with r 3 < r 
contrary to hypothesis. 
m1 
If anminteger m exists with F =Ewe can find in the sequence 
F, F2 >·•·,F 1 the first operator m which is equal to E. Its exponent m will 
be called the period of F,, wh:Lch obviously must be a divisor of m~. In . ~:, 
this case the operator F possesses an inverse operator F- 1 with F- F = 
-1 -1 Fm-1 · 
= FF = E, for F = satisfies. If conversely F possesses an inverse 
operator F-1 the operator F possesses an exponent for the above consisered 
numbers rands with r >sand Fr= Fs exist in any way. Herefrom follows 
( -1) S r ( -1) 3 S V F F = F F = E, hence F __ = E, where v = r - sis the period of F, 
Ifs= Owe call the element F cyclic; ifs> 0 we call it periodic. 
Every element of ou~ set of operators is periodic:, not every element is 
cyclic. 
That not all operators do possess an inverse; isshown by taking the 
operator defined by the functions f v ( x 1 , .. .,xn) ~- 0 ( 'JJ ~ . 1 .s ••• > n) , which 
we call the nuJJ.operator Z. This operator possesses no inverse operator. 
Moreover one has for all operators F the relation ZF = Z, but FZ = Z holds 
only if in every fv (x1 j, .,~xn) the constant term is equal to zero. 
One has obviously Zm = Z for all integer m >O. The element Z is 
therefore not cyclic. 
Jheorem. If F possesses the property F x f Fx' for all two sets x and x' 
which are different, F possesses an inverse operator. 
Proof. Consider all.different sets x = (x1 , ... ,xn) and the co~rcsponding 
values y = Fx = (y1 , ••. ,yn) of Fx. Since all the sets y are different, 
by the fundamental theorem on ope~ators we know the existence of an oper-
ator G which for a set y has the precribed corresponding value x. This 
operator G satisfies y = Fx = FGy, hence FG = E, and also GFx = Gy = x, 
hence GF = E. 
-
1 f 11 In general if F possesses an inverse opera:or F one has or a x, 
putting y = Fx, F-1Fx = F-1y = x and FF-1y = Fx = y for ally. 
Our operators work on a finite number N of elements and transform 
this set in a certain way in itself. 
As soon as the N transformed elements are all different our operator 
belongs to the symmetric group i,-N. 
If, however, the N transformed elements may coincide our operators 
do not form a group since no inverse operator exists. 
Consider a case where M(~N) of the transformed elements are all 
different and the other N-M elements coincide in one or other way with 
these M elements. Let this transformation be performed by an operator A. 
If the originals of the M elements are but a permutation of these 
elements the operator A be replaced by an operator A' which works on the M 
elements in the same way as A, ~hile the transforms of the other N-M 
elements are arbitrary but all different and also different from the M • 
elements under consideration. The operator A' then belongs to the symme-
.. ,.,; 
tric group J Mand in many cases one can consider A' instead of A. 
In general, given any operator A we first investigate which elements 
x ( 1 ), .•• ,x (M) are transformed into M different elements x 1 ( 1 )) •.• ,x 1 ~M) ( 
. · .. (1) (MJ the set of which doc • not ncccasnry coincid-.:: with the set·(x , ..• ,x }. 
Always A can be replac~d by an operator A' with the property that 
x (M+1 ) ••• .,x ( N) are transformed such that x' ( 1) , ••• ,x' (N) are a permutation 
(1~ (N) . (1) (M) . of x , .•. ,x , while x , •.• ,x retain their transforms. 
( {1) (N)) ( (1) ,(M) '-t, As soon as the sets x , ..• ,x and x , ..• ,x have the p.c-
.. 
perty. that 10d.ements of the first set are transformed by A into the same 
10 elements in an arbitrary permutation, then A is usefull to be an addi-
tion or multiplication operator, or: As soon as A works on 10 elements in 
the same way as an operax>r of ·t"10 , then A is a usefull operator. 
We have reason to divide the operators A in usefull and.not usefull 
operators. Every usefull operator corresponds with a set of M(~- 10) ele-
ments which are permutated by A. Once a usefull operator is chosen$ this 
set is fixed. The product of two usefull operators A1 and A2 is not neces-
sarily usefull, for the corresponding sets of M1 and M2 elements (which 
are permutated by A1. resp. A2), need not contain an intersection of M(~10) 
elements. If any set S of M(~10) elements is permutated by an operator A, 
we call A a· S-usefull operator. It is obvious that the product of two 
S-usefull operators is an S-usefull operator and further that all S-use-
full operators A can be replaced by S-usefull operators A' (in the same way 
as above A was replaced by A'), which form a group. 
We finally are only interested in the way in which the set Sis 
transformed by the S-usefull operators. 
For instance if n = 4, so that every integer 0,1, ... ,9 possesses 4 
coordinates> which are O or 1, then N = 16 and we are only interested in 
S-usefull operators A which permutate at least the 10 elements 0,1, ... ,9, 
while the other 6 quadruples are transformed in a way we are not interes-
ted in, but which may be changed so as to make A equal to an operator A' 
of )'- 16 • 
Theorem. In our system of operators there exist cyclic operators with 
every period m ~ N. 
For let m be arbitrary~ N. Take m arbitrary different sets ; 
(x1 , .•. ,xn), which we denote by x( 1 ), x(~) , ••• ,x(m). 
By the fundamental theorem on operators an operator exist which 
transforms x(i) into x( 2 ), x( 2 ) into x(3), ••• , x(m- 1 ) into x(rri) ~nd final-
ly x(in) into x( 1 ) nnd which lcav0c, all other N-r:1 S<.::ts tx1 , •• : ,x ) invnri-
. n 
1nt~ ObvioUs this operator has the period m. 
The number.of different cyelic operators with period m found in this 
way from x( 1 ), x( 2 ) , ... ,x(m) is equal to r(m), hence the total number of 
cyclic operators with period m by choosi~g in any way m from the N possiblG 
sets (x1 , ••• ,xn) is therefore equal to L:_-: ,o(m) (:). Moreover for any d I m 
m=1 
one finds (O(d)(N) operators with period d hence in total we find already 
I Nm N 
2 .L_- Cf (d) (~) = >·~- m(:) = N 2N-1 
m=1 djm m= 
different cyclic operators. 
Also a cyclic operator can be round which transforms a set x( 1 ) into 
x( 2 ), x( 2 ) into x(3) •.. , x(m11 ) into x(m,), x(m,) into x( 1 ); further 
(m1+1) (m1+2) (m1 +m2 ) (m1 +1) ( m1 + ••• +mk_1+1) 
x into x , ••. ,x into x , ..• ,x k into 
(m1 + •.• +mk-1 +2) (m1 + •.• +mk) (m1 + •.. +mk-1 +1} ~- .. 
x , •.. ,x into x . Here _ mk = ~; 
=1 
taking m2 = m3 = ••• = mk = 1 we obtain the original transformation fo~ 
m1 = m. 
There exist 
N! 
I t 4 m .m2 v , $ • m l k" 
different such partitions of the number N which furnish us with 
dlfferent operators of pcr::l.od M, where M j s the: least commc)n multiple of' 
m1, .•. ,mk. 
Once the numbers x = 0,1; ... .,·; arc coded we remark that the coordi-
nate3 (x1 , ... ,xn) of thejr code satisfy a relation 
( 1 ) x = g(x1,·••,xn) == g + g1x1 + ··· + ffn'\1 + g12x1.x2 + ... +g12.>x1x2x3+ .. , 
where the rightht1nd side contains at most 10 ter·ms, for thi.s r1ghthand 
side has to be equal to x for the ;3et (x1 ;o••,xn) i.e. has to assume a 
prescribed value for any of the given occuring systems {x1 , .•. ,:x. ), from n 
which fact the fundamental theorem on functions learns us the existence of 
10 coefficients g so B3 to satisfy (1). The coefficients g are celled the 
weights of the representation of x by its coordinates (x1, ..•• xn). 
If the coordinates ( x1 , ... : x1t) of x correspond with the number x 
written in the binary system as x1x2x3x4 one obviously has 
x = 8x1 + 4x2 + 2x3 + x4 . 
For n number x ~ 10 where each of the decimal places itself is writ-
ten in the binary notation, say x = x1x2x3x4 , x5x6x7x8 were x < 100, one 
has 
x = 8ox1 + 4ox2 + 20x3 +1o.x 4 + 8x5 + 4x6 + 2x7 + x8 . 
If such a number were entirely written in the binnry system, on1y 
7 coordinates would be sufficient and one would have 
x = 64x1 + 32x2 + 16x3 + 8x4 + 4x5 + 2x6 + x7 . 
The coding of every decimal d:ig:i.t separotely is inefficient 1n so 
much one is concerned to reduce the number of necessary coordinates, whj_cJ-1 
is due to the fact already mentioned in~ 1, that 10 is much nearer to the 
highest power of 2 which is less thEm 10 than to the next power of 2. 
The difference between the necessary bl.nary coord:1-nf.'tes and the m~;nl::i,,·c" 
of coordinates used in the decimal-binary-coding increar,es with the nur:·1ber 
x. There are, however, advantage3 which justify the use of the de2imal-rl-
nary coding. 
~6. Addition of coded numbers. 
We consider again the sum operator A which gives us the coordinB'l::t':· 
of the sum of two numbers x and y from the coordinates of these number:.:.: 
{ Sv 
::::: E\1 ( x1, ... , xn; Y4,···,Yn) ( 'J = 1, ... ,n). 
tv = tJ) (x4,···,xn; Y1.1••·,Yn) 
Let us first consider the functions av. Calling the operators 
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(s 1 , ... ,sn) = S one has 
X + y = S(x,y). 
Once an arbitrary way of coding of the integers 0,1, ..• ,9 is given 
the fundamental theorem learns us the existence of an operator _S which 
for every of the 100 possibilities (x1 , .•. ,xn; y1 , ••• ,yn) gives us the 
n coordinates s 1 , ... ,sn of s = x + y. 
Let us for a moment fix y = 1. Then one obtains the addition of 1, 
which we denote by A1 . One has x + 1 = A1x. Moreover, in general we shaJ.l 
write x + y =Ax. We have A = AY1 • y O y S 
The operators A1 = E,A1 , ••. ~A1 foTma group with 
r s t ( A1A1 = A1 , where t = r + s mod 10, 
which is isomorphic with the addition group of the integers (mod 10). 
This group is determined by the choice of A1, but may also be determined 
by any other of the f./ ( 10 )numbers A\ yvi th ( i., 10 )="'!, for instance by A3 . 
We further remark that the transformation x 1 = f(x) gives 
Ayx = X + Y' = X + f(y) . = Af(y)x 
and putting By= Ay one gets 
Byx = Af(y)x. 
Hence the transformation x 1 = f (x) induces a transformation of oper,.:·· 
tor By= Af(y)' where By= AY. 
As soon as the operator A1 with A~O =Eis given and a codatlor er 
one of the integers 0,1,., o.s9 is assumed, the codation of all oth'?.r n:ln1;; 
integers follows by applying A1 sufficiently often to the given integ~r. 
We see that the codation of the ten integers determines the opr-r•f1 to'.' 
A1 and inversely the codation of one integer determines, if A1 is glv~n, 
the codation of the others. 
The same holds if in this argument A1 is replaced by A3 , A7 or f'.-;. 
As soon as either A1 and the coding of one int•~ger or the co,"!:i.~f of 
all ten integers 0.,1, ••. ,9 is given, the general addtt,un f").rtr.ulne a.rs 
fixed. 
Conversely, if the general addition formulae are fixed, the cc(ii r:g 
of O follows f-rom the equation x = x + x. The general addition formu:>:'1c 
may not be given arbitrarily for one has for instance 
S( ..• S(S(S(x,y)y),y),y) ••• ),y) = x for all x and y where 10 operato·=:·ro S :.tr':; 
applied. 
Once the integers 0,1, ... ,9 are coded, the operator T(x.iy) dete:"rr'.1 1~,:~c; 
by then functions t 1 (x,y), ••• ,tn(x,y) is fixed. Obviously T(x,y) ~s~~t.1\;1:~t.:i 
only two sets of values, namely those corresponding to the integer O 1:E"<1 
to the integer 1. 
Any opera.tor T which assumes for nine given sets (x1 , ... ,xn) a sa:·,~~ 
value (z1 , .•• ,zn) occuring among these nine sets and for the tenth set 
f (z4,·· .,zn) occuring among the nine given sets, may be taken as T(x,1). 
As soon as T(x,1) is given, the coding of 0,1 and 9 1R fixed, for 
one has (z1, ... ,zn) = O; (y1, ... ,yn) == 9; (u4, ... ,u) == 1. Hence: by 'r(.:<,'i\ 
and the coding of 2,3, ... ,8 the coding of all integ~rs 0,1, ..• ,9 is fixed. 
The degree of the operators in x .x y y o·ependG on· t}-o 1, ... , ·n' ·1,··,, n v q. 
degree k of the operator A1 . Putting y = 1 the operators bcccmen ~quai tr 
A1 , hence S is of a degree;::. k in the coordinates .x,, J ••• ,x i ... na S;:J :ls S ::...r: 
I rl the coordinates y1 , ... ,yn. 
-~L iVhl t::Lrlication of coded rn;mt,e~:-s, 
Many properties of the preceeding paragraph do stjll hold, :lf or:~ 
replaces the addi~ion ~Y multiplication. 
rrhe g0ncr·2 l Vii,;~- tipl:Lca tion operator M is th~:: opr :,:>ij ~;o:·, whlC't., r; t·:,;;t, 
any two integere ot the set 0,1, ... ,9, gives us t-..:o n0w J:1tq;,;E>rs cc·r·:r·:·d-
c ponding to the dec:~m2,l representation o:' their prod'.lct. In ,; 2 we wrote 
} for O & x,y,p,q ., 9 ,. __ 
-::-; 
P).., = p y ( x1 J ••• ., xn; Y1, ... ,yn) J 
C' = qy ( x1, ... , xn; Y1,···,Yn) ··Y 
(V=1, .•. ,n), 
where xy = 10q + p. 
Taking y fixed we·obt81"n lt' li ati f J~ f' r •-r x Hhcr·" mu lp C on ormu .ae . 0 1''·:y , · .. : J.' ''·:, 
is the operat0r which tr1nr~.forms for a given y the rn1r,1tr•r- x jnto tl:E, ·,,7,. 
ber p, which iR equnl to xy(mod 10). 
Evidently one has M1 = E; M0 = Z. 
Bes ides 22 (!h M has R period which div ides <f ( ~~\) .,_ 4, for for -.:·r _ v•;, 
Y one has y 1 + 1f ( 'lO) = y(r:;.od 10) hence Myt'( 10)+'1x == XJ 'f ( 1o)+1 ::E xy(mc.:l ,(,;. 
hence M 1( 1o)+1 = M, hence for the smallest r with Mr= E one mu3t ha~e y y y 
r/y:(10). . r 0 _ J+ 
If f Y ~- ~ >modd 5 .... <) , one has for instance M = Mr::. Yf.-. \...'~mo ; 1 y u 
As in § 6 one proves that given a codation of tre l,:,+-c~~is rs n, "!,. , . : c 
general multi pJ.ica tion formulae p and q can be found, '1':hi~h !"IP•.: '::'n~~i J:;; :--1r:( 
rational both in the coordinates x and y. About th::: dcgre0 of th~"?fe £'c,c; .. ,,..,. 
lae analo6uous theorems exist to those proved in ~ 6. 
$ 8. Choice of coding. 
~ 
We now have to make our choice in which way the integers O, 1 .••• , CJ 
shall be coded. We choose such a coding that the machine'3 rn'e as •n;r-;,1-: r::~ 
possible. In this connection it be remarked that the appRr8t11s n.:::cE..:f:is::r..{ 
to compute the sum mod 2 of two integers { each of which is eq_ual t.o C "";1' 
1) is much more complicated than the one necessary for t11,.:i r pI•o,,~uc-t i;tr): ~: 
This is due to the fact that the formula 1 + 1 s O(mod 2) j 111·01•.ri_;:::. r·)t:1-;::1..· 
a complicated apparatus, while this is not the case with the formulae 
0 + 0:::: O; 0 + 1 .= 1 + 0 
is not performed. 
1, which are true also if the reduction mod 2 
If we try to confin<? ourselves as much as possible to perform only 
such simpler operations ( by which we me8n operations which do not require 
the complicated appar~tus to calculate 1 + 1 = O(mod 2)), then for instance 
a sum ab + (b+-'1), once a 11 three numbers a, b and b+1 are coded, is also 
in a rather simple way to get, If only the numbers a and bare given this 
expression is more difficult to get, since the operation necessary to ob-
tain b+1 from bis rather complicated. Once this last operat1on is admit-
ted the :::mm a+b can be got from a and b by using twice this operation, 
since one has a+b E a(b+1) + b(a+'1) (mod 2). 
Further jt be remarked that in general a product is the more compli-
cated the more its number of factors increases~ and that products of two 
factors are considerably more simple to get than those of 3 or more fac-
tors. On the other hand the formula (xh+'1)(xk+1)+'1 is as simply to be re-
a~~ as the formula xhxk. Writing x = x+1 one has (xh+'1)(xk+1)+1= 
= xh xk. 
We now proceed to investigate a formula say for A1 , whi.ch from the 
practical point of view is as simple as possible. 
Once the number n of coordinates is fixed by fnr the simplest 
operator A1 would be the operator for which the coordinates of x'~ x+1 
(mod 10) are merely a permutation of those of x. Since such an operator 
has a period which divides n! and since A-, possesses the period 10, one 
must obviously have n~5, although as we remarked a codation with n=4 
would theoretically apart from the permutation condition already be 
sufficient. The condition 10 \ n! ~ however, is necessary but not suffi-
cient., since tl1e symmetric group ?{..., n contains only elements of which 
the per1od is a least common multiple of any set n1 , .•. ,nk with 
n1+ .•• +nk = n. Herefrom follows that n cannot be equal to 5, neither to 
6, so that the first possibility for a representation of all integers 
0,1, .•. ,9 by n c:Jordinates, such that addition formulrie are but permuta-
tions of coord.:'.:.nates occurs for n==7. This case, for which the formulae 
will be given i:.: trenext p~n·vg:::aph, has a simple addi tioL 1y_;;_t, by no means 
a simple multiplication theorem. So there is sufficient reason to drop 
the comdition that our operators are but permutators. 
Since every operator consists of a set of polynomials in the 
coordinates instead of allowing but one term to occur j_n those polynomials 
we now allow them to possess more terms. 
In vievJ of the difficulty of performing the add1 t.! 011 1 +1 and 
multiplications with more than two factors our polynor.1.J a L::; E',BY contain 
but one linear term and only such a number of quadratic t2rffis that one is 
sure that not two of them are at the same time equol to 1. In ~ 1·1 
:i 
we shall investigate systematically all possibilities for n=4, whlch 
satisfy these conditions. 
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~ 9. A way of coding for n=?. 
In the simplest case where the symmetrical group possesses elements 
of order 10, i.e. the case n=7, we only have to take for A1 any operator 
of order 10, and make an arbitrary choice for the coordinates of one of 
the integers o,1, .•• j9, say those of zero. We take for instance 0= 
=(0 0 0 0 1 O 1); let A1 be given by the formulae 
x' 1 = f 1 (x)=x5 0 =(0 0 0 0 1 0 1) 
1 =( 1 0 0 0 0 1 0) 
x' 2 = x.., 2 =(0 1 0 0 0 0 1) 
3 =(0 0 1 0 0 1 0) 
x' = x2 Then one gets 4 =(0 0 0 1 0 0 1) 3 
5 =(0 0 0 0 1 1 0) 
i 6 =(1 1) XJ+ = X3 0 0 0 0 0 
7 =(0 1 0 0 0 1 0) 
x' 5 = X4 8 =(0 0 1 0 0 0 1) 
9 =(0 0 0 1 0 1 0) • 
x6 = x7 
x' -
. 7 - x6 
The general addition formulae which give us the coordinates of the 
sum s of two integers x and y (all mod 10) are of the form 
-· Sv =L C ')) ijxiyj i,j 
One gets 
s1 = x1 Y5 + x2 Y4 + X3 Y3 + X4 Y2 + X5 Y1 
s2 = x1 Y4 + x2 Y5 + X3 Y4 + X4 Y3 + X5 Y2 
S3 = x1 Y2 + x2 Y 1 + X3 Y5 + X4 Y4 + X5 Y3 
s4 = x1 Y3 + x2 Y2 + X3 Y1 + X4 Y5 + X5 Y4 
$5 = x1 y 4 + x2 Y3 + X3 Y2 + X4 Y4 + x5 Y5 
s6 = x6 Y7 + X7 y6 
S7 = x6 y6 + X7 •r "T 
Since only one of the first five coordinates differs from zero, all sums 
for s1 , ... ,s5 are simple and this is also true for s6 and s7 since elther 
x6 or x7 is equal to 1. 
Our general product formulae p = xy now become 
P4 = x1 Y1 + x2 Y3 + X3 Y2 + X4 Y4 
P2 = x1 Y2 + x2 Y1 + x3 Y4 + X4 Y3 
P3 = x1 Y3 + x2 Y4 + X3 Y1 + X4 Y2 
P4 = x1 Y4 + x2 Y2 + X3 Y3 + X4 Y1 
--·---· 
P5 = X5 Y5 
-~.: 
P6 :::: x5 Y6 
--
P7 = X7 Y7 . 
In this case the addition and multiplication formulae for the carry tv 
resp. qv , are 
t2 =t3=t4= O 
t1 =t6= Xi,X6y4y6 + X2X7Y3Y7 + X2X7Y4Y6 + ~3X6Y2Y6 + X3X6Y3Y7 + X3X6Y4Y6+ 
+ X4X7Y1Y7 + x4.k7Y2Y6 + X4X7Y3Y7 + X4X7Y4Y6 + X5X6Y5Y6 + X5X6Y4Y7+ 
+ X5X6Y2Y6 + X5X6Y3Y7 + X5X6Y4Y5 + X4X7Y4Y7 + X4X7Y5Y6 + X1X7Y 1Y7' + 
+ X4X7Y2Y6 + X4X7Y3Y7 + X4X7Y4Y5 + X2X6Y3Y6 + X2X6Y4Y7 + X2X6Y5Y6 + 
+ X2X6Y4Y7 + X2X6Y2Y6 + X2X6Y3Y7 + x2x6y4y6 + X3X7Y2Y7 + X3X7Y3Y6·+ 
+ X3X7Y4Y7 + X3X7Y5Y6 + X3X7Y4Y7 + X3X7Y2Y6 + X3X7Y3Y7 + X3X7Y4Y6 + 
+ X4X6Y1Y6 + X4X6Y2Y7 + X4X6Y3Y6 + X4X6Y4Y7 + X4X6Y5Y6 + X4X6Y1Y7 + 
+ X4X6Y2Y6 + X4X6Y3Y7 + X4X6YJ+Y6 • 
t5 =t7= X5X7Y5Y7 + X5X7Y1Y6 + X5X7Y2Y7 + X5X7Y3Y6 + X5X7~T4Y7 + X5X7Y5Y6 + 
+ X5X7Y4Y7 + X5X7Y2Y6 + X5X7Y3Y7 + X5X7Y4Y6 + X4X6Y5Y7 + X4X6Y4Y6 + 
+ X4X6Y2Y7 + X4X6Y3Y6 + X4X6Y4Y7 + X1X6Y5Y6 + X4X6:V1Y7 + X4X6Y2Y6 + 
+ X1X6Y3Y5 +-X2X7Y4Y7 + X2X7Y5Y6 + X2X7Y4Y7 + X2X7Y2Y6 + X2X7Y5Y7 + 
+ X2X7Y4Y6 + X2X7Y2Y7 + X2X7Y3Y6 + X3X6Y5Y7 + X3X6Y1Y6 + X3X6Y2Y7 + 
+ X3X6Y3Y6 + X3X6Y4Y7 + X3X6Y5Y6 + X3X6Y1Y7 + X4X7Y5Y7 + X4X7Y1Y6 + 
+ X4X7Y2Y7 + X4X7Y3Y6 + X4X7Y4Y7 + X4X7Y5Y6 + X5X6Y5Y7 + X5X6Y1Y6 + 
+ X5X6Y2Y7 + X5X6Y3Y6 + X5X6Y4Y7 + X1X7Y5Y7 + X1X7Y1Y6 + X1X7Y2Y7 + 
+ X1X7Y3Y6 + X2X6Y5Y7 + X2X6Y1Y6 + X2X6Y2Y7 + X3X7Y5Y7 + X3X7Y4Y6 + 
+ X4X6Y5Y7, 
q1= X2X7Y5Y6+X2X7Y1Y7+X2X7Y2Y5+X2X7Y3Y7+X2X7Y4Y6+X3X6Y4Y7+X3X6Y5Y6 + 
+ X3X6Y1Y7+X4X7Y4Y7+X5X6Y2Y7+X4X7Y2Y7+X2X6Y2Y7+X3X7Y2Y7+X4X6Y2Y7 + 
+ X4X7Y3Y6+X5X6Y3Y6+X4X7Y3Y6+x2x6y4y6+x4X6Y2Y6+X3X7Y3Y7 · 
q2= X3X6Y2Y6+X3X6Y3Y7+X3X6Y4Y6+X4X7Y5Y6+x4X7Y4Y7+X4X7Y2Y6+X6X7Y6Y7 + 
+ X2X6Y3Y6+X3X7Y3Y6+X4X6Y3Y6+X5X6Y4Y7+X1X7Y4Y7+X2X6Y4Y7+X3X7Y4Y6 + 
q5= X1X6Y5Y7+X4X6Y5Y7+X2X7Y2Y7+X2X7Y3Y6+X2X7Y4Y7+X3X6Y3Y6+X2X6Y3Y7 + 
+ X3X6Y2Y7+X4X7Y2Y7+X4X7Y4Y6+X4X6Y1Y7+X3X7Y2Y6• 
q6= X1X6Y5Y7+Jt4X6Y4Y6+x2X7Y2Y7+X2X7Y3Y6+x2X7Y4Y7+X3X6Y3Y6+X3X6Y2Y6 + 
+ X3X6Y3Y7+X5X7Y1Y6+X3X7Y3Y7+X2X6Y2Y6+X3X6Y2Y7+X4X7Y2Y7+X5X6Y5Y6 + 
+ X2X6Y3Y6+X3X7Y3Y6+x2x6y4y6+X3X6Y4Y6+X4X7Y5Y6+X4X7Y.,1Y7tX4X7Y2Y6 + 
+ X5X6Y3Y7+X5X6Y4Y6+X4X7Y2Y6+X1X7Y3Y7+X4X6Y2Y6+X4X6Y:-.:,Y6+X5X6Y4Y7 + 
+ X1X7Y4Y7+X2X6Y4Y7+X3X7Y5Y6+X4X6Y5Y6+X2X6Y1Y7+X3X7Y"1Y"7• 
q7= X2X7Y5Y6+X2X7Y1Y7+X2X7Y2Y6+X2X7Y3Y7+X2X7Y4Y6+X3X6Y4Y7+X3X6Y5Y6 + 
+ x5x6y2y7+x1x7y2y 7+x2x6y2y7+x3x7y2y7+x1~X6y2y7+x4x7y3~)·6+x5x6y3y6 +-
+ X3X6Y 4Y7 +x4X7Y4Y7+X4X7Y3Y7+X4X7Y4Y6+X5X6Y 1Y7+X5X{J2Y6+X1X7Y~.Y6+ 
+ X1X7Y3Y6+X4X7Y4Y7+X3X7Y4Y7+X4X6Y4Y7+X1X7Y5Y6+X2X6:V5Y5+X4X6Y1Y7 + 
+ X2X6Y3Y7+X3X7Y4Y6+X3X7Y2Y6+X4X6Y3Y7 • 
~10. A coding for n=5. 
The 7 coordinates as they were introquced in the preceding paragraph· 
are not independent. One has x1+ ... +x5=1 ; x6+x7=1. Hence all formuJ.ae 
may be simplified by expre s X- and x7 in 5 C ina a. If , 
then x6 is called X5, we obtain 
f 0 I == (o 0 0 0 0) 
I (1 I 1 = 0 0 0 1) 
I 
H = (o 1 0 0 0) = (0 0 1 0 1) = (0 0 0 1 0) 
,c 
5 = (0 0 0 0 1) 
6 = (1 0 0 1 0) 
7 = (o 1 0 0 1) 
8 = (0 0 1 1 0) 
9 = (o 0 0 1 1) 
and the gene·::-al sumformulae for s :::o x+y become 
r1 = x1y + X2Y4 + X3Y3 + X4Y2 + X Y4 
s2: X4Y4 + x2y + X3Y4 + X4Y3 + X Y2 t" 3 - x1y2 + X2Y1 + X3Y + X4Y4 + x Y3 
s4 = X4Y3 + x2y2 + X3Y1 + X4Y + X Y4 
S5 = X5 + Y5 
where X = x~ + x2 + X3 + X4 . y = Y1 + Y2 + Y3 + Y4 J I 
Our product f o:'Tl,ula e be c -Jme: 
P4 = X V ·: _, ·1 + X2Y3 + X3Y2 + X4Y4 
P2 = x.1Y2 + XzY-1 + X3Y4 + X4Y3 
P3 = X1Y3 + X,-,Y;+ + X3Y1 + X11-Y2 C 
P4 = x'1y4 + X2Y2 + X3Y3 + X4Y1 
P5 = X5 Y5 
The carries are found from 
I 
X4 x2 X3 X4 ,: 
-, .. -.,.··--~ , .... -...... ~_, .. ·---·-
Y1 0 X5 X5 0 0 
Y2 Y5 0 Y5+X5Y5 X5Y5 X5Y5 
q,, = Y3 Y5 X5+X5Y5 X5Y5 Y5 X5Y5 
- -Y4 0 X5Y5 X5 X5Y5 0 
1 0 
~ 
X5Y5 X5Y5 0 0 
where the right hand side denotes the aum i;-==1 a 1 jx1y /with x5=y5=1) in 
which the coefficients aij are found rrom the scheme, for instance 8 13=Y5· 
x1 x2 X3 X4 1 
..... 
Y1 X5Y5 X5 X5Y5 X5Y5 X5Y5 
Y2 Y5 0 X5Y5 X5Y5 X5Y5 
q2 = Y3 X5Y5 X5Y5 0 X5Y5 0 
Y4 X5Y5 X5Y5 X5Y5 X5Y5 0 
1 X5Y5 X5Y5 0 0 0 
x.., x2 X3 X1_~ 1 
Y1 0 X5Y5 X5 X5Y5 0 
Y2 X5Y5 X5Y5 X5Y5 X5Y5 0 
q3 = Y3 Y5 --=-X5Y5 X5+Y5 XS X5Y5 
Y4 Xr.::Ys X5Y5 Y5 0 X5Y5 
'.) -
··--~-
1 0 0 X5Y5 X5Y5 0 
x.., x2 X3 X4 1 
Y1 X5Y5 X5Y5 X5Y5 X5+X5Y5 X5Y5 
Y2 X5Y5 X5Y5 0 X5Y5 X5Y5 
q4 = Y3 X5Y5 0 X5Y5 X5+Y5 X5Y5 
-Y4 Y5+X5Y5 X5Y5 X5+Y5 X5Y5 XS 
1 I 1X5Y5 X5Y5 X5Y5 Y5 X5Y5 
x1 x2 x3 X4 1 
Y1 .x5Y5 1 X5Y5 -0 X5Y5 
Y2 1 0 X5Y5 X5Y5 X5 
-- 0 1 q5 = Y3 X5Y5 X5Y5 X5Y5 
0 1 - 0 Y4 X5Y5 X5Y5 
1 -IX5Y5 Y5 X5Y5 0 0 
Finally one obtains for the addition carry 
t2 = t3 = t4 = 0 
x1 x2 X3 X4 
Y1 1 0 1 X5+Y5 X5 
Y2 0 X5+Y5 x5+Y5 x5+Y5 0 
t1=t5~ Y3 1 X5+Y5 X5+Y5 X5+Y5 X5 
Y4 X5+Y5 X5+Y5 X5+Y5 X5+Y5 0 
1 Y5 0 Y5 0 0 
§11. The coding with n=4. 
We want to investigate the case n=4 a little closer. As we remarked 
before we confine ourselves to the case the transformations are at most 
,Jf a degree 2 in the variables. First let us suppose the coding is· taken 
in such a manner that at most two of the coordinates are different from 
zero. Then only the following formulae can occur for the polynomial 
operator A1 : 
xi; xi+ xjxk; xi+ xjxk + xkxl; x1 + xjxk + xkxl + x1xj • 
---- --4 
xi x j ; xk xl + xi x j ; E xi x j 
Let us first take the case where every integer? 0 and ~ 9 possesses 
exactly 1 or 2 coordinates which differ from zero. Then since there are 
4 integers for which x~ ( v fixed) differs from zero, we consider the 
number of poGsibilities (x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4) for which anyone of the 7 
above expressions can be equal to 1. Since we showed already that 
(x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4) cannot be a permutation of (x1,x2 ,x3 ,x4 ) one sees that 
for at least one v one x~ is a non-linear expression in the x/"'of one 
of the six possible above mentioned forms. Let us consider these six 
forms successively. 
1°. x1+xjxk. This expression is equal to 1 either if xi=1; xjxk=O 
which gives 4 possibilities, one of xi=O; xjxk=1, which is possible 
only in the case xj=Xk=1. Hence for 5 occurring integers x one has 
x'=1, contrary to the condition that this should happen for exactly 
four integers x. 
20. .J xi+xjxk+x01 . This expression is rO if: 
30. 
xk=O; xj, x1 arbitrary, which gives rise to 3 cases. 
xi=1; xk=1; xj=~=O,which is 1 case. 
xi=xj; Xk=O;xkx1~1,which similarly involves the case xk=x1=1. 
Altogether our expression is /o in 6 I 4 cases. 
xi+xjxk+xkx1 +x1xj. 
The cases in which this expression is lo are 
xi=1; xj,xk,xl arbitrary O or 1 (but only one of them =1), which 
gives the 4 cases. 
xkx1=x1xj=Xi=O; xjxk=1; hence xj=Xk=1; xi=x1=o. 
Similarly the cases; xk=x1=1 and x1=xj=1. 
Altogether we get 7(~4) cases. 
4°. i~jo This expression is equal to 1 if either xior xj or both 
are =0, which gives 3+3+1=7(1 4") cases. 
~ 
x1xj+xkx1 . This expression is equaQ to 1 if either 
hence x1=1; xj=O; xk,l arbitrary {3 cases) 
x1=0; xj=1; xk,l arbitrary (3 cases) 
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or: x 1 x t=1; ¾x1 =1, hence xk=x1 =1; xi°"'x j"sO. 
Altogether we get 8(1 4) cases. 
6°. x\, =T~ x1xj. 
1,j 
The sum msy only 1n 4 coses be equal to one. Since at most one term 
can be equal to one, end since any such term =1 gives one pessibility 
for x, our sum must contain exactly 4 terms; such a sum will be denoted 
by X:1:~. 
So the only possibilities are: 
I I'('"-" 
xv =x1 ; xv =L4 x1xj 
and et least one of the 4 variables xt must sa fy the second relation. 
If exactly one of the variables xt, is quadratic in the x1 , we have 
J X' = xi 
.. ~ 6a = X ...... b j 
\ x~ 
= xk 
x' =Z4 X xs. d r 
We remark that either the term x1xj, or the term xjxk or the term x1xk 
occurs in L 4 , hence there exists an integer x for which three of the 
coordinates of x' would be equal to one, which is impossible. 
If two of the variables say x~ and xd are non-linear, we have 
, X 1 = X 
· a '"1 
6b 
x' = xj b 
x' =L.4 xkxl C 
x' a =L.4 X pxq 
For xi=xj=1 both x~ and xd may but contain terms r<1, hence !ixj does not 
occur in L.:4 and L-=--4~ hence three terms of L 4 occur inL4 , while the 
fourth terms are different. A term xjxk may only make one of the two 
variables~ and ;~ t O, hence any term :x Jxk does occur in only one o. f 
the sums~ and 4 • This holds for the 4 terms x1xk, x1x1 ; xJxk,xJx1, 
so L 4 and?,..._: may contain together only 6+6-4-2 (namely x1xj)=6 terms, 
which is impossible. 
6c A transformation 
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equal to 1, hence in the three sums which contain 12 terms, the 3 terms 
xixj are twice missing. Also any term xjxk cannot occur in three of the 
sums, since then they all would be equal to 1. So from the 18 possible 
terms, 7 do not occur, which is impossible, 
6d A transformation where each x' is transformed by a sumZ:-4 xkxm 
does not occur, for any term x 1xj must miss in at least two of the sums, 
so they do contain together at most 
4x6 - 2x6 =12 / 16 terms. 
So not any transformation of the simple kind is possible for the 
operator A1 in the cace we code all integers with 4 coordinates of which 
either exactly 1 or exactly 2 differ from zero. 
